
 I will know that an element is a pure substance represented 

by chemical symbols found on the periodic table.

 I will learn Bohr’s atomic model to represent elements and 

compounds.

Atoms and 
Elements



Vocabulary

 The Atom: Proton, 

Neutron, & Electron

 Atomic Number 

 Atomic Mass Number

 Chemical Symbol

 Bohr’s Atomic Model

 Valence Electron(s)

 Element

 Compound

 Metals, Nonmetals, and 

Metalloids

 Physical Properties

 Chemical Properties



What do all of these things 

have in common?
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What Are Atoms?

 Atoms are a pure substance and the smallest building blocks 

of all matter. ( Like Legos )

 So what is “matter”?

 Anything that has mass AND takes up space.

 Examples?



Subatomic Particles: 
Smaller Parts of an Atom

Particle Symbol Charge  

Electron e- -1

Proton p+ +1 

Neutron n 0  

The Atom



Number of Electrons

 An atom is neutral = zero net charge because the                                  
# of protons = # of electrons (The + & - charges cancel each other)

 Atomic Mass : the number of p+ + the number of neutrons (n)

 Atomic Number : the number of protons = the number of 

electrons

 An atom with a charge is 

called an ion (unequal #’s 

of protons and electrons).



Order of Electron Filling

 The smallest shell must be filled before the next size 
can contain any electrons.

K-Shell  2 electrons

L-Shell 8 electrons

M-Shell 8 electrons

Order of filling for the first 16 electrons
Element: Sulfur

Shell K L M
2e 8e    6e



Atomic Number

Counts the number 

of 

?
in an atom



Atomic Mass

Counts the number 

of 

? + ?
in an atom



Subatomic Particles in 

Some Atoms

8 15 30
O P Zn

16 31 65

8 p+ 15 p+ 30 p+

8 n 16 n 35 n

8 e- 15 e- 30 e-

Which number do you think is the atomic number?  

How do you know?



What Are Isotopes?

 Atoms of the same element (same atomic number) with different 

atomic masses.

Isotopes of Chlorine

17Cl 17Cl
35 37

chlorine - 35    chlorine - 37



Learning Check 

Naturally occurring carbon consists of three 

isotopes, C-12, C-13, and C-14.  State the 

number of protons, neutrons, and electrons in 

each of these carbon atoms.

6C 6C 6C
12 13                     14

#p   _______            _______           _______     

#n   _______            _______           _______     

#e   _______            _______           _______     



What Are Elements?

 Pure substances made up of all the same 

type of atom (same # of: p+, n, e-)

 The 4 most abundant elements on Earth are 

carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, and nitrogen 

(POINTER: COHN or NOCH)

 118 elements known today

Examples:     carbon

gold

calcium



What are compounds?

 Compounds are made up of different 
types of atoms chemically combined.

 Compounds have different properties 
from the elements that make them up.

 Examples:

 Sodium and Chloride

 NaCl: Sodium Chloride (Salt)

 Hydrogen and Oxygen

 H2O: Water



Symbols of Elements

 Use 1 or 2 letter abbreviations 

 Capitalize the first letter only

Examples:

C   carbon Co cobalt

N   nitrogen Ca calcium

F   fluorine Br    bromine    

O   oxygen        Mg   magnesium



% Major Elements 

in the Body

O 65.0 % K 0.34

C 18.0 S 0.26

H 10.0 Na 0.14

N 3.0 Cl 0.14

Ca 1.4 Fe 0.004

P 1.0 Zn 0.003 

Mg 0.50



Atomic Theory

1. Atoms are the building blocks of 

all matter, which include 

elements.

2. Elements are composed of the 

same type of atom

3. Compounds are composed of 

different types of atoms.

http://www.lavc.cc.ca.us/dept/chemistry/timberlake/atomictheory/index.html


Valence Electrons: e-

 Valence Electron: is an outer shell electron(s) that is 

associated with an atoms chemical bonding which 

result in the formation of molecules & compounds.



Bohr’s Atomic Model

Sub atomic particles:

• Protons: p+

• Neutrons

• Electrons: e-

Al



Using The Periodic Table

 In your notes, use your periodic tables to determine 
the following for the elements at the bottom.

 The number of protons

 The number of neutrons

 The number of shells

 The number of electrons on the outer most shell 
(valence electrons)

 Draw the atoms for each

Lithium (Li), Magnesium (Mg), Chlorine (Cl)



3 Classes of Elements



Properties
Metals, Nonmetals, & Metalloids

 Physical Properties:

 Luster

 Malleability

 Ductility

 Conductivity

 Density

 Freezing, Melting, & 

Boiling points

 Magnetism

 Chemical Properties:

1. Flammability

2. Ability to rust

3. Chemical Reactivity


